Building, property & land project's that can and need to be financed via the building, property and land's equity, all the while of keeping cost's of such new addition's low, but cost effective as to benefit the bldg. & property, beside's just the safety, security & misc. of resident's/tenant's.

a) Outdoor, exterior bldg night lighting (around bldg.), probably best affixed atop rooftop, pointing downward toward ground level (for security and safety of resident's/tenant's, and because of minimal crime in area, the action of this would justify the means of having this installed). Side's and back of bldg., maybe atop of roof top in front of building as well, since their is a lack of street, security night lighting in the nearby, immediate neighborhood area, and the resident's/tenant's (families and senior citizen's need that confidence of visual security and safety). The lighting (itself), to save cost's should be hooked up to a timer, as well as the porch outdoor exterior bldg. , front entry door lighting, as to come on like normal street lighting, while being off in the daytime. The porch, outdoor, exterior bldg.  front entry door lighting is on (24/7) right now, and that (in itself) is wasted energy and cost's. 

b)  Better installation of an updated, newer entry front door, which would be alittle more nice and appeasing to the look and value of the bldg. New lock, new dispersing of copies of a key to the new lock unto all the resident's/tenant's and bldg. /property manager.

c)  Better installation of a updated, newer set of windows along side the front entry door of the bldg., with a above top half, possible open/close screen, window deal to allow fresh air during day to flow in.

d) Better installation of an updated, newer window in the bldg. /property's laundry room, with an above top half, possible open/close screen, window deal to allow fresh air during day to flow in.

e) Better concealment telephone wire ('s) box, (located in the bldg./property's laundry room), to thus, prevent illegal tampering of telephone wire ('s) / line ('s); such a regular box would be under lock and key via the bldg./property manager, which any legal telephone tech would need to inquire with bldg./property manager to gain entry.

f)  Better installation of an updated, newer entry back door, since the caulk around each of the square windows of the door is badly done, the door is old, and can be replaced and updated affordably. New lock, new dispersing of copies of a key to the new lock unto all the resident's/tenant's and bldg. /property manager.

g)  Better installation of a updated, newer entry balcony door ('s), but with a above top half, possible open/close screen, window deal to allow fresh air during day to flow in, and one of the door's could have a locking system on it, as to control if both door's have access to be opened or just one; know what I mean?

h)  Fire dept. inspector to inspect if the slide ladder on the bldg./property's fire escape is functioning normally; since it appears to not slide at all, thus, creating a possible hazard in case of fire emergency.

i)  All bldg. public hallway light fixture's to be updated and have installed (other) lighting fixture conversion from the circular to the low-cost (19) watt = (75 light output) "Day Light" bulb, = (15), (5) of so per floor hallway, since it's a (3) story bldg., and bldg./property manager need's to be given a reasonable back supply of the low-cost (19) watt = (75 light output) "Day Light" bulb's, and the (4') footer florescent light for the bldg./property's laundry room, thus, as to replace them, as the need arises for replacement of bulb. 





And please note:  That the bldg. /property manager needs as well a back supply of apt. /unit and bldg. public hallway window screen ('s), as some resident's/tenant's have complained (in year's of their occupancy, have requested replacement window screen ('s) unto their apt. /unit, and the request has went before the bldg. /property owner, only to be dismissed and thus, shunned. The problem is not the bldg. /property manager, but the bldg. /property owner; call it financial irresponsibility of the owner and equity accessing or equity fraud, or etc., but it is what it is, and needs to be seriously dealt with by authorities of "LA Building & Safety", "LA Housing Dept.", etc., AND not to be dismissed and shunned as in past, previous exhibition's, so to speak, no offense.

j)  Resident's/tenant's have in recent and unrecent past complained and requested service for their apt./unit's water plumbing pile's, as they have exhibited leaking, misc. problem's; but again, bldg./property manager has exhibited going to bldg./property owner for the needed supplies, misc. to render and reasonably meet the (required) work request, and again as in repeated past exhibition's, has been dismissed and thus, shunned.

k)  The deal with the piping of the gas, presently & currently affixed on the exterior, side of the bldg., again, gas is not only flowing through (water piping), but is above ground AND parallel with the (front/back) bumper ('s) of vehicle's in the accompanying parking lot along side of the bldg., which is owned by the Asian restaurant next door. There is no visible guard rail ('s), regardless of the vehicle parking concrete stopper's, as to prevent possible accident driving into side of bldg., and some of the vehicle parking concrete stopper's are loose, thus, are useless for safety to say the least; but if in the case these gas-flowing through water piping affixed on the side of the bldg. was hit by accident by a moving vehicle, and gas exploded, the resident's/tenant's in those accompanying apt./unit’s would be damaged, thus, causing further problem's, ya see what I'm saying here? I'm not just making this up, or etc. all the rent/profit resident/tenant paying feel the same way about our ill-financially, irresponsible bldg./property owner. 

l)  The long time, undealt with, exhibited remain's of water damage on and in the (3rd) floor hallway carpet, are obviously because the ill-installation of the rooftop material, thus, leaking water through rooftop material, and because of uneven rooftop, allows water to largely puddle atop on rooftop causing damage over time, making it's material weaker in strength. I've done my research and homework, and know at least (alittle) about what I speak of here and through out the list. Thus, bldg. public hallway carpet's need to be (annually) cleaned by a professional company and paid for out of the equity. As well as the bldg. public hallway's fire extinguisher’s and water hose's need to be periodically inspected by the local fire inspector, along the sliding ladder affixed on the bldg. property's (front/back) fire escape's.

m) As far as the bldg./property/land's front landscape area, I've long time did my research/homework via "Home Depot" for cost analysis of sod (feet, size, misc.), and found affordable, professional contractor whom does multi-project field's type work, John-Sean (office - (818) 623-8868, cell - (818) 404-0423, whom I've previously paid cash (twice) - $80, and with whom will attest to that, for weed trimming of the front, side's and back of the bldg./property/land visible landscape area's, whom said he could do the sodding job for between $2,000 - $3,000) Me (as volunteer grounds keeper/tenant) and the bldg. property 
    Manager have tried to salvage the damaged bldg./property/land's front landscape area ('s) with  
    what we have available, which ain't much, even though I've bought and paid for (2) water 
    hose's for (trying) to maintain the landscape, a push broom. 







n) And have plan's to purchase a decent size tool shed to occupy a space in the back, outdoor area of the bldg. to house the water hose, and any tool's, etc. me and the bldg. /property use in maintaining the bldg./property/land, as to get all the stuff out of the water heater room, and 
properly housed in the (above) tool shed. Along with a couple free-standing, aligned (10 x 10) canopy's to be positioned in the back, outdoor area of the bldg. for the benefit of the resident's/tenant's, along with a small, long narrow table just outside the bldg./property's laundry room for resident's/tenant's to be able to use it for folding clothing after drying of clothing.

o) There is also a need, legitimately for the installation of a (10') feet high black gate around the bldg./property/land, with the up/down bar's close together, but still see through) for the security and safety, as there has been long time exhibited visible landscape damage by most likely visitor's, or misc. in this area, which can most likely be hauled and stopped by a decent installation of a (10') feet high black gate around the bldg./property/land, but just in (2) area's mainly: (L) shape in the bldg./property front area, and the bldg./property back area. This goes right along with the security and safely issue of "a)" (above, at the top of this page).






